BETWEEN IDEATION AND REALIZATION, THERE ARE INSIGHTS

Track global patent activity and leverage powerful and efficient monitoring tools with FIZ PatMon, part of the STN IP Protection Suite™.

Reliable monitoring
In-depth global surveillance of patent activity and applications based on FIZ Karlsruhe’s version of INPADOC enriched with links to patent office registers.

Customizable alerts
Sophisticated alert options – from broad monitoring to very specific requirements and filters, to retrieve only the information you need.

Intuitive interface
Easy-to-use features designed to support the workflows of R&D, business, and legal professionals.
Efficiently monitor your patent portfolio and your competitors’ patenting activity without time-consuming manual checks.

With FIZ PatMon’s intuitive interface and custom workflow support features, you can easily:

- Receive alerts based on opposition, licensing, ownership changes, withdrawal, or grant to any patent of interest, and review status indicators for both patents and utility models.
- Follow your patent application through the grant procedure.
- Watch your competitors’ patents in additional countries in order to assess risks to your business.
- Monitor changes to the validity of your competitors’ patents to inform business decisions.

Learn more at cas.org